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Summary
***The #Princess #Leia #Lucas® Foundations, (PL Lucas®), Trusts, Media, COVID/Sciences, Education, (DP®© 2010-2035)
support trauma recovery. We're credentialed U.S. & international Press Agents, ID 34937. I'm an Elected Official of San
Mateo/Foster City EMID, Audit Committee; member of Harvard Business Review, Advisory Council. We're researching
stimulation of the brain limbic system to activate immunity, for vaccine cells to stop COVID.
***Find us on 290+ websites/listings, content shared with up to 30,000 publishers, with 10's of millions of viewers, (per
Google).
***Our Brands include: PL Lucas® Education, (WikiEmotions), The Right Force® (Stop Covid Partnership)
DP®©, or Digital Protected Producer® content licensing, and CSNP® training
NEWS®, Newsworthy Edification of Wholistic Systems, U.S. Press Agents, with FULL VIEW® Media,
IFNBT® or International Foundation of Neuroscience & Brain Technology®; CSNP®, Certified Social Neuroscience
Practitioner®; Combined Intelligence Association®;
RIGHTS® Commissions, Rights of Individuals Gathered to Help Together Safely®;
Authors of The Right Force Bill - submitted to Congress
Lucas®, Living Unlimited Capacities for Assistance and Supports®
FOSTER®, Foundation Offering Survivors of Trauma Education & Recovery;
Life Force Recovery®; Have Legal Rights Gone Wrong?®
 
*** #PRINCESS #LEIA #LUCAS; I grew up in private laboratories with family who were government leaders, such as
scientist, Richard M. Lucas, Stanford University/Hospital, known for cancer-killing MRI technology. Richard adopted me
to save me from family with difficult histories, stuck in broken systems. I was known by all as a Jewish American Princess,
Hebrew name, Leia, so Richard adopted me with this name. I worked for years with another family member, FBI Chief &
lawyer, Ted L. Gunderson.
*I was traumatized, as are 1 in 4 people, so didn't remember all of who I am or my history until I processed the trauma.
Then, my memory returned fully. Aer this, I had to leave an abusive, 20-yr marriage from an X-husband who provided
wrong and out-of-date info to the local court, hid money and assets, then said all of my evidence was wrong instead, so
that court wouldn't accept it. This is a common tactic against victims who get stuck in the justice system based on stories
alone. Courts won't even check public records, which would resolve many cases.
 
***But, to the millions of you out there who've helped me, THANK YOU! "Together we are one. The Force is YOU.®" https://
princessleialucas.webnode.com/.

Experience
PL Lucas® Education, Co-Founder (WikiEmotions)
PL Lucas® Education
2020 - Present (5 months +)

Digital Protected Producer®, Founder
Princess Leia Lucas® Foundations, Trusts, Media, Sciences and Education
Mar 2018 - Present (2 years 3 months +)
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***The latest in "shared" ownership, or licensing of digital content, whether original or collected and re-
purposed, is now ready for sale, immediately, (including pass through sales). Content can be acquired
through all input / exput channels, and done without all the usual filings, wait times or costs. For example,
said content may come from, and/or be sold through: IoT wearables, mobile devices, satellite, from events,
webinars, educational classes, websites, clouds. And, the license may include original content from recordings,
paintings, images, drawings, videos, publications and more. *Just purchase a license number verified through
our website, and display the emblem in image format, (or sound for podcasts). Now license owners can
charge for any content usage, including as found or traced through all distribution channels, whether it was
purchased in advance, or not. And, promotion may be included for multiple audiences, such as ours, through
search engines and more.

Co-Founder, Trustee
International Foundation of Neuroscience & Brain Technology®, IFNBT®, offering CSNP®
certification
Jan 2010 - Present (10 years 5 months +)
***IFNBT® is working on collaborations to combine global information about the power of Brain Transmissions
Technologies®, such as with I.A. integrations, from a Social-Neuroscience perspective. As such, we also offer
coursework for, Certified Social Neuroscience Practitioners.® Our goals include consolidating the resources of
Combined Intelligence Association®. Such technologies may be able to harness the ~80% of the brain's true
processing power, possibly experienced though the subconscious, with frequencies traveling between people.
These technologies may well support the healing work of medical and mental illnesses. Such illness are oen
caused by trauma, which may break down neuron pathways, thinking processes, and the feedback loop to the
body.
****Historically, natural brain transmissions may only have been understood in certain separate environments,
employed for such purposes as "protect and defend". Our goal is take such technology and information public,
in order to promote healing, including for long-term illnesses. This might be done by "repairing", replacing, or
going around brain circuitry that is not functioning at optimum levels. Such work can be done naturally, and by
emulations. When brain stimulation is done correctly, the level of positive results could escalate, dramatically.
***It's possible that when human brains achieve a level of complex frequency bonding, this could generate
strong feelings, culminating in a new level of activity and motivation from: shared intelligence, (Combined
Intelligence Association®) protection, and cooperation. If we can promote such changes, the elevated impulses
may improve response ratios to a new level. Then, resulting new and potential brain "circuitry" could allow us
to collect and analyze added types of feedback in complex patterns. Such elevated responses may lead to new
inventions for mankind.
See more at: https://combinedintelligence.wixsite.com/ifnbt;

Co-Founder, Press Agent, Investigative Reporter
NEWS®, Newsworthy Edification of Wholistic Systems®
2014 - Present (6 years 5 months +)
U.S.P.A. credential ID 34937, see See https://www.uspa24.com/correspondents/1.html; Group of U.S. Press
Agents with publications and more, offering premium information. Try our services for promotion, or news
subscriptions, or reporting, or for Digital Protected Producer® licensing, DP®&©, as major sources of new
revenues. We have about 9 million average viewers, 195+ websites / listings, and cooperate with up to 30K
other publishers. We also offer writing services, bartering, speaking engagements, events and Bus Dev
consulting -as based on extensive response analysis, combined with personal contact/s. Prices are generally
well discounted.

Co-Founder
RIGHTS® Commissions; or, Rights of Individuals Gathered to Help Together Safely
2016 - Present (4 years 5 months +)
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Legal advocacy and supports to help trauma survivors maintain control of their lives, including potential
conservatorship, trusts, and administrative management, consulting and more.

Founder, Trustee
Princess Leia Lucas® Foundations, PLLF®
2010 - Present (10 years 5 months +)
This Parent Foundation, owned by Trusts, and a type of Holding Company, administrative arm, was started in
my name, until I was able to take over. ***PLL Foundations are working on the ability to offer advanced brain
technologies, including technological, educational and service resources, also administrative, financial, and
legal advocacy services, along with the volunteers / people - who care about putting all this together, for the
TOTAL support of trauma recovery.
* Learn about: research, leading edge supports, combined methodologies, historical validation, databases;
community mentoring and support, multi-disciplinary outreach; and the rehabilitation that re-combines
thinking processes, body, emotions and behaviors. Find the reality that makes life worth living - your way.
-----Do you want to: promote ideas, want to buy services, subscribe, learn more, offer services, info, or barter,
volunteer, or share stories of inspiration? WE NEED YOU! Please contact: PrincessLeiaLucas at Comcast dot net,
or call 650-349 and 8384; 750 Alma Lane, #8231, Foster City, CA 94404. And THANK YOU for caring.
* Recovery and education are a lifelong process, for all of us.
**To truly know yourself, to be fully known by others, * to dare to use the hero inside you - a little more - each
day, * is to know the strongest life force of all."
* Together we are one. The Force is YOU.©
All contents here are copyrighted as DP®&©, all rights reserved.
SO:
"Here we are..." (your foundations, all-ways, right here, whenever you want us.)
...and there you go." (Please DO fly away. Keep on showing us just how far you can go!)
 
See a few of our Websites at:
www.localcommunities.org/PrincessLeiaLucas
www.localcommunities.org/IFNBT
www.localcommunities.org/FOSTERFoundation
www.localcommunities.org/LifeForceRecovery
 
Or better yet - start your own - your way.
 
This websites contents are fully copyrighted, 2010 - 2035, by PLL Foundations®, all rights reserved, for all of us.

Co-Founder, Trustee
FOSTER® Foundation Offering Survivors of Trauma Education & Recovery®
2015 - Present (5 years 5 months +)
This FOSTER® organization was also started in 2010. Now, we're focused on re-educating the world at large,
the supporters of trauma recovery, and the trauma survivors themselves. The goal is to trust being in control
of our own recovery processes, safety, relationships, motivations, reactions, responses, and our lives. Just
think about how complicated this can be for "regular" people, let alone anyone who's had to face trauma,
and/or life and death situations, too oen, and/or too young. Here at FOSTER®, we are dedicated to providing
survivors with the myriad of operational supports they will require for this kind of processing, growth, and
development. The list can sometimes feel endless, and timeless, yes, and yet, as long as we're getting what we
need at the time, we all get through it! Yes, recovery is a lifelong journey, as is life itself. And, the journey can
be fun, educational, and rewarding! Please contact us to volunteer, for help, to tell YOUR story, for a list of our
services, for pricing information, anything else you want, or, just to say hello!

Founder, Trustee
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Life Force Recovery®, Brand: The Right Force®
2015 - Present (5 years 5 months +)
The Right Force® Brain Initiative; LLLP Partnership, to Stop Covid Now
*** I grew up in private labs of gov & Stanford Univ. MRI tech, (with Richard M. Lucas). We practiced specialized
procedures to stimulate the brain into healing people from trauma & illness, including activation of the brain's
limbic system for immunity. Trauma survivors and veterans, in general, are damaged & reduced by severe
life and/or medical events, trauma and more. Our processes worked safely on many, but, we didn't have
permission to go public. Now, with COVID, we do. Medical doctors, & therapists help people a great deal, and
THANK YOU! Our processes speed up and finish the job.
***If you're a survivor, there's up to a 90% chance you won't know or remember all of it. Even if you do, you
still won't grasp that it was trauma, or what effects it's had on your entire life. However, since you're alive, this
means you're a hero. Here's why:
****In order to survive the threats of trauma, you saved yourself, and, - you most likely risked yourself trying
to save someone else, including an abuser. Oen, it's all three. However, even aer the events are past, up
to ~75% of survivors may resort to suicide, addictions, self harming, or, we isolate ourselves due to fear, pain
and shock. This makes it easier for abusers to criminalize us. However, with the right kind of supports, we can
dramatically reduce the years and work needed for a return to health, while avoiding the risks of the process.
And, when we manage to bond with people, and laugh at times, this saves us. *I recovered from trauma and
memory issues myself using these techniques, with people I was bonded to. It works.
****What can you do? Find the hero in you! Reaching out to others reconnects us to the world, and ourselves,
creating a human brain-chain. Then, we get back our core selves and our empowerment. That's Life Force
Recovery.
"Together we are one. The Force is YOU.©"

Stock Holder
Moana Restaurant Group
2003 - 2016 (14 years)
Currently own this.

Founder, Inventor, Entrepreneur
DataRise Corporation - Soware Services, U.S., aka FutureShip Corporation
1999 - 2002 (4 years)
Became a United Kingdom company, soware called Claim Suite.

Education
People and life: Stanford, UCLA, UCB, CSM, Canada, Skyline...
98.6 alive (kidding), Science, government, psychology

Stanford University
Honorary Doctorate in Social Neuroscience, certificate awarded by Richard M. Lucas. , I grew
up studying in University, hospital and other laboratories, Neuroscience Institute Program
Studied and trained in the laboratories of my cousin who adopted me, Richard M. Lucas, of Stanford University.
Assisted with plans for usages of MRI technology for brain stimulation, killing cancer...

University of California, Berkeley
98.6, everybody graduates (kidding)

University of California, Los Angeles
A lot of truly talented people
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Licenses & Certifications
USPA, United States Press Association; Credential as U.S. & International Press Agent -
USPA - US Press Association
I-US/VI-01/34937

CSNP® - IFNBT
NBT015USCA00001LL

Digital Protected Producer®, DP®©, Licensor, Artists Agent and Licensee - Princess Leia
Lucas® Foundations
01LRAA18PLLUSACA9M

Honors & Awards
Marquis Who's Who Lifetime Achievement Award 2019 - CEO Fred Marks of Marquis Who's
Who
2019

Skills
Brain Research   •   Neuroscience   •   Systems Neuroscience   •   Team Building   •   Marketing   •   Budgets   •   Business
Development   •   Management   •   Management Consulting   •   Start-ups
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